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In this note, we show that the central difference formula for approximating f’(0) using 
the information { f( jh) : --I < j < Y} has maximal order of accuracy among all algorithms 
using this information. The technique used is an adaptation of the order-of-information 
approach of Woiniakowski. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of approximating the derivative of a given function at the 
origin by the “central-difference” information 
Rx&-i h) : = {f(j& --T d j -G r>. (1.1) 
One such approximation is the rth central-difference formula 
f’(O) = VJcdf; 4 + &DAf; NT W) 
where vcD,r has the form (see e.g. Section 6.5.1 of Isaacson and Keller [l]) 
wdf; 4 := 5 i ~df(.i~> -f(-YOI, (1.3) 
3=1 
and there exists a 5 E (--rh, rh) such that 
(1.4) 
(Note that I++~,? only uses a portion of the information 9&-D,r , ignoring the value of 
the function at the origin.) The formula (1.3) is a generalization of the usual “central- 
difference formula,” which is the case I = 1. 
Since ECD,(f; h) = O(l.P) as h --+ 0, we say that the approximation Q+-~,~ is accurate 
of order 2r. In this paper, we ask whether there is any algorithm whatsoever which 
uses the information gLcDsr and has greater order of accuracy than T,--~,~. Even though 
we allow “arbitrary” algorithms using %cD,r, it turns out that the maximal order of 
any method using a,,,, is 2r. Thus, the method qCD,7 is “optimal” in that there are 
no methods of higher order using the same information. 
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One application of this result is that there is no need to consider unwieldy nonlinear 
approximations of derivatives (say, those appearing in differential equations) when 
striving to achieve maximal “local” order of accuracy; the usual approximations are of 
maximal local order. For instance, the replacement of derivatives by central differences 
in the two-point boundary value problem yields a (local) second-order accurate approxi- 
mation; an obvious generalization of the result of this paper shows that no greater order 
is possible for any method using the information { f( --h), f(O), f’(O), f(h)}. 
2. SOME DEFINITIONS 
Our main idea is to follow the “informational” approach used by Woiniakowski [2] 
(in the study of maximal-order iterations for the solution of nonlinear operator equations) 
and adapted by Werschulz [4], [5] (in the search for maximal-order quadrature 
schemes). First, we describe the class of admissible algorithms. Let SK(H) denote the 
class of functions k-times continuously differentiable on [-H, H]. In the sequel, we 
will often write ‘% for ‘%Cn,r and 3 for &.+l(H). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let qz [0, H] x ‘3 ---t Iw be a given function. A procedure which 
calculates an approximation P(f; h) to f’(0) (for any f E 5) by the rule 
P(f; h) := v(k %(f; h)) (0 < h < H) (2-l) 
is said to be an admissible algorithm (for approximating the functional f w f ‘(0)) using ‘92. 
We write @@I) for the class of algorithms using ‘3, and (somewhat inaccurately) say 
that CJI E 0(‘S). 
Note that CD(%) includes (as a proper subset) the class of linear akorithms A(%) 
using ‘III, where v E rl(‘%) is a linear combination of the function values in W(f; h). The 
only “restriction” on an admissible algorithm is that it must produce the same answer 
for any two functions providing the same data; this is, of course, a most reasonable 
request, since the (finite) information set %(f; h) cannot possibly uniquely determine 
the function f in question, Thus, an algorithm using % cannot distinguish between 
functions equivalent in the sense of 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given f E 5, we say that a set of functions f” := {%: 0 < h < h,} 
(where h, < H) in 5 is %-equivalent to f (written “‘j-f mod 92” or ‘y E f “) if 
(i) ‘92(fh ; h) = %(f; h) (for 0 < h ,< h,), and 
(ii) there exists g E 3 such that for 0 < k ,< 2r + 1, 
liiff) = g(k) uniformly on (-H, H). 
We will compare algorithms using the same information by looking at their order. 
Rather than to compute f ‘(0) - P(fi h) ( as in what would be a “classical” definition), 
we compute&(O) - P(f; h) f or all f 5 f. The reason is that since f,, and f share the 
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same information, there is no method using the information which can distinguish 
between them. Thus, a good approximation off’(O) must also be a good approximation 
off;(O) for any suchfi . (See also Woiniakowski [2], Meersman [3], Werschulz [4].) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given v E @(‘R), define 
Then the order p(v) of CJI is defined by 
Thus, given ‘$I, we seek methods using ‘9I whose order is as great as possible, i.e., 
algorithms v* E @(%) for which 
pc?J*> 3 P(v) for any p E @(%). (2.2) 
Such methods are said to be maximal. 
Finally, we consider the “ball of uncertainty” introduced by our considering only 
a finite amount of information about our functions: 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let 
B :- 
I 
q 2 l:QfEs,VfEf,Vt >O,liT?trp IMO) -f’(O)1 = o /pF I* 
Then the order p(S) of the information % is given by 
As an example, we have 
LEMMA 2.1. ~(&n,~) < 2~. 
Proof. Given f e 52r+l(W, define fe 52r+l(H) by 
f&) := f (4 + x [fi (x -jh)(x + jh)] (2.4) 
i=l 
Since fh(jh) = f(jh) (-Y < j < r), we see that (i) of Definition 2.2 holds; letting 
g(x) := f(x) + 9+1, we see that (ii) holds. Thus p= f mod !I&-,,, . Differentiating 
(2.4), we find 
f;(O) - f ‘(0) = (-I)’ (r’)’ hzr . . 
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Letting 
B’:= 
1 
q3 l:Vf.$F,3f~f,trr>O,li~~~p I ml-&f WI = () 
I 
we see that sup B’ = 2r; the desired result follows easily. 1 
3. MAIN REXJLTS 
The maximality of yen,7 in 9IcD,T follows immediately from 
THEOREM 3.1. If p7 E @(‘ill), then p(v) < ~(92). 
Proof. Let q E A (see Definition 2.3). Let f E 3 and E > 0 be given. Since q E A, 
we have (for any f = f mod W) 
lim sup I  A (O)  -  94’; Wfi h))l = 0 
h-0 h”-c 
Since f = f mod YI, we may takeJTh to be f in the line above. Thus 
lim sup I am - f’(O) I 
h+O hg-f 
d lim sup If;l(O) - p(h’ ~~’ h))’ 
h-0 hq-6 
+ lim sup I f’(O) - cp(h’ ~(f’ ‘))I 
h-0 hg-6 
= 0. 
Since f c &r+1(H), J= f mod 92, and E > 0 are all arbitrary, we have q E B (see 
Definition 2.4). Thus A C B, so that 
p(v) = sup A < sup B = p(S). 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. v,--,r is fnakdin @(gcD,+) andp(%cD,,) = 2r. 
Proof. By (1.4), we have ~(q+o,~) = 2r. Using Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, we 
then find that 
from which the result follows. 1 
As a final note, it is clear that this approach can be used to show the maximality of 
the “usual” methods for computing an Ith derivative using either centered or “one-sided” 
information; we leave the details for the interested reader. 
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